Landolt-Börnstein Complete Collection for Materials Science

Overview
The Landolt-Börnstein New Series is the largest collection of critically evaluated property data in materials science and the closely related fields of chemistry, physics, and engineering.

97% of the collection is currently available on SpringerMaterials with plans for 100% coverage by the end of 2018. SpringerMaterials is a comprehensive research solution for identifying curated material property data. Besides the Landolt-Börnsteins collection it offers detailed reports, crystal structures, phase diagrams, adsorption data, etc. gathered from multiple data sources. Researchers can get access to SpringerMaterials as part of a subscription (see below).

Archival rights offered for the prestigious Landolt-Börnstein volumes represent a print book value of €2 M.

Sub-disciplines covered:
- Advanced Materials and Technologies
- Astronomy and Astrophysics
- Biophysics
- Condensed matter
- Elementary Particles, Nuclei and Atoms
- Geophysics
- Nuclear Physics
- Physical and Chemical Properties of Molecules and Radicals
- Physical Chemistry

Subscription option:
Combine Landolt-Börnstein Complete Collection with a discounted SpringerMaterial subscription for access to additional materials data including:
- 600,000+ pages of materials science data available on SpringerMaterials
- SpringerMaterials interactive features for easy data visualization and analysis
- All annual updates, continuously added digitized data sets

Coverage
- Materials science content from 520+ Landolt-Börnstein Books (1961–2018)
- 220,000+ pages covering mechanical, optical, acoustical, thermal, spectroscopic, electrical, and magnetic properties (amongst others)
- Critically evaluated data by 1000+ expert authors & editors in materials science

Contact us today
for your special offer for Landolt-Börnstein Complete Collection. Just mention if you would like to have the Discounted Subscription added to the price proposal